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Abstract

Sentiment Analysis is core to customer man-001
agement, product development and service de-002
livery. In recent years, the need for Aspect-003
Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) has led to004
three shared tasks in SemEval (2014, 2015 and005
2016), which attracted a large number of sub-006
missions from around the globe. Two chal-007
lenges confronting ABSA are- low amount of008
data and constrained domain coverage. This009
work attempts to address these problems by pre-010
senting an open domain gold standard dataset011
(covering 111 fine-grained domains) curated012
from publicly available reviews. Along with013
the dataset, we also present strong baselines014
for four tasks- Aspect Term Extraction, As-015
pect Polarity Classification, Sentence Polarity016
Classification and End-to-End ABSA. We pro-017
vide experimental results which show that our018
dataset helps models achieve a much better per-019
formance (∼ 18.33% absolute improvement,020
on average) in open domain ABSA tasks.021

1 Introduction022

Sentiment Analysis is one of the oldest application023

oriented domains of Natural Language Processing.024

The task has huge applications in the IT industry,025

a few include product improvement, customer seg-026

mentation, targeted marketing, etc. The primary027

premise is- given a sentence, the polarity/sentiment028

expressed is desired. However, with the increase029

in user reviews, it has been understood that more030

fine-grained sentiment analysis is necessary.031

In order to aid the development of models for032

such applications, we introduce a gold standard033

dataset in this paper, that has been curated from034

Yelp reviews. Datasets (Pontiki et al., 2014, 2015,035

2016; Pavlopoulos and Androutsopoulos, 2014;036

Jiang et al., 2019) previously posed for the task037

of Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) have038

mostly been limited in size and the domains they039

cover. Our dataset introduces instances from a040

large set of domains. Yelp1 offers open reviews in 041

a variety of domains, which include (not exhaus- 042

tive) hotels, restaurants, dentists, salons, dry clean- 043

ing, gyms, massage centres, etc. This supports the 044

creation of an open domain ABSA dataset. Our 045

dataset includes sentence level annotations of as- 046

pect boundaries, sentiments towards the aspects, 047

sentiment of the overall sentence and domains. 048

The contributions of this work are- (a) A gold 049

standard open domain dataset for ABSA and Senti- 050

ment Analysis, (b) Strong baselines for the possi- 051

ble tasks (Aspect Term Extraction, Aspect Polarity 052

Classification, End-to-End ABSA and Sentence 053

Polarity Classification), and (c) Demonstration of 054

superiority of the dataset for open domain ABSA. 055

The rest of the paper is divided as- Section 2 056

highlights some of the previous works and draws 057

motivation for this work, Section 3 provides details 058

on the dataset and details on the annotation process, 059

Section 4 provides strong baselines for the possible 060

tasks, Section 5 highlights the superiority of the 061

dataset for domain adaptation in ABSA, Section 6 062

presents a brief analysis of the results on domain 063

adaptation and highlights the challenges that the 064

dataset poses, and Section 7 provides a conclusion 065

for the work. 066

2 Related Work 067

Ganu et al. (2009) produce one of the first works in 068

ABSA. They provide a dataset annotated with the 069

assumption that each sentence refers a single aspect. 070

The dataset provides sentiment annotations for 6 071

classes/aspects- FOOD, SERVICE, PRICE, AM- 072

BIENCE, ANECDOTES and MISCELLANEOUS. 073

Pontiki et al. (2014) extend on this by providing 074

fine-grained aspect annotations along with their po- 075

larities. They annotate sentences from reviews in 076

two domains- Laptops and Restaurants. 077

Pontiki et al. (2015) refine the task of ABSA 078

1yelp.com
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by redefining the annotation guidelines to include079

implicit aspects too. Similar to Pontiki et al.080

(2014), they provide annotations for reviews in081

two domains- Laptops and Restaurants. Pontiki082

et al. (2016) internationalize the dataset, including083

annotations in 8 languages (English, Arabic, Chi-084

nese, Dutch, French, Russian, Spanish and Turk-085

ish), across 7 domains. However, the domain for086

English (in the training set) was still limited to087

Laptop and Restaurant.088

Pavlopoulos and Androutsopoulos (2014) intro-089

duce a dataset specifically curated for Aspect Term090

Extraction, in the domains of Restaurant, Laptop091

and Hotel. Jiang et al. (2019) introduce a challeng-092

ing dataset, curated to include sentences with mul-093

tiple aspects and multiple polarities- each sentence094

contains at least two aspects with two different095

polarities. Although challenging, the dataset is syn-096

thetic and does not truly represent the real-world097

scenario for ABSA.098

The datasets provided in the past have been099

mostly limited in the domains they cover. Moti-100

vated by this, we provide a dataset covering a large101

number of domains. Section 5 demonstrates the su-102

periority of our dataset in domain adaptation tasks.103

3 Dataset104

Our dataset has been created from the publicly105

available Yelp reviews2, in the format provided106

by Pontiki et al. (2014). It includes reviews107

from an array of domains (not exhaustive)- restau-108

rants, salons/spas, hotels, clothing stores, clin-109

ics/hospitals/veterinary centres, clubs, vehicle re-110

pair shops, carwash, phone/laptop repair shops, su-111

permarkets, tattoo shops, jewellery shops, concerts,112

bowling arenas, etc.113

We provide four kinds of annotations with the114

dataset- aspect boundaries, aspect polarities, sen-115

tence level sentiments and fine-grained domains.116

We provide separate splits for training and testing117

of the models. Tables 1 and 2 present statistics of118

both the splits.119

Each sentence in the dataset is annotated with120

the following details-121

• Review ID: This is the unique identifier of the122

Yelp review from which the current sentence123

was chosen.124

2Yelp reviews dataset-
kaggle.com/yelp-dataset/

· Split

Train Test

# Sentences 8998 410
Average sentence

70 53
length (characters)
# Positive sentiment 4429 116
# Negative sentiment 2391 126
# Neutral sentiment 2178 168

Table 1: Sentence level statistics of the dataset

· Split

Train Test

# Aspects 9799 584
# Positive sentiment 4565 172
# Negative sentiment 2230 153
# Neutral sentiment 2644 191
# Conflict sentiment 360 68

Table 2: Aspect level statistics of the dataset

• Sentence Sentiment: The sentiment label pro- 125

vided by the annotator for the current sen- 126

tence. 127

• Aspects: The aspects (explicitly present in 128

the sentence) that the user talks about. Each 129

aspect, in turn, contains the following details- 130

– Term: The sub-string of the sentence 131

that denotes the aspect. 132

– From and To: The start and end indices 133

of the aspect term in the sentence string. 134

– Polarity: The sentiment label provided 135

by the annotator for the current aspect. 136

Along with that, we provide fine-grained do- 137

main annotations for each review in a sep- 138

arate file. The domains are annotated us- 139

ing the “business categories” details available 140

from the Yelp dataset. We normalize the 141

categories into several fine-grained domains, 142

such as restaurant, laundry_service, 143

medical_service, etc. Each review can po- 144

tentially be linked to multiple fine-grained domains. 145

The ideology follows from our observation that the 146

businesses can provide an array of services. For 147

example, some business may provide both laundry 148

and sewing services, while some other may pro- 149

vide strictly only one of the two. Thus, we feel that 150

categorizing businesses into single domains would 151
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lead to noisy labels. Moreover, we feel that such a152

domain annotation scheme is much more applica-153

ble in real-world scenarios than coarse-grained do-154

mains. Motivated by this, we provide fine-grained155

annotations for domain, with multiple domains for156

reviews whenever applicable. The dataset (train +157

test) contains 111 fine-grained domains, with an158

average of 173.86 sentences per domain.159

3.1 Annotation Guidelines160

We follow the annotation guidelines provided by161

Pontiki et al. (2014) for aspect boundary and as-162

pect polarity annotations, marking aspects that are163

explicitly present in sentences. We provide annota-164

tion guidelines for the sentiment annotations of the165

sentences, as follows-166

1. A sentence should be annotated with Positive167

(Negative) sentiment if it expresses a positive168

(negative) view towards the business.169

2. A sentence should be annotated with Neutral170

sentiment in the following cases-171

• The sentence expresses no explicit po-172

larity towards the business- presents an173

opinion or stays neutral.174

• The sentence expresses both positive and175

negative view towards the business.176

Additionally, we provide an explicit guideline177

while annotating aspects. Aspects follow an ab-178

stract hierarchy, entity → aspect → aspects of179

aspect and so on (example- shopping center →180

shirt → color of the shirt). Our guideline states181

to annotate only the first level aspect (shirt in the182

example).183

The domain annotations also have been done184

manually. These annotations follow a normaliza-185

tion scheme, eliminating noise in the category186

annotations provided in the Yelp dataset. For187

example, the domain restaurant has been188

assigned to multiple possible categories such as189

{Restaurant, Chinese}, {Restaurant,190

Indian Cuisine}, {Restaurant,191

Seafood}, etc. Due to such variations, all192

representing the same feature, we normalize the193

categories into fine-grained domains, instead of194

using them directly. We provide a list of a few195

domains in Appendix B, Section 10.196

3.2 Annotation Details197

The annotation has been done by using an in-house198

annotation tool. Three annotators (A, B and C-199

all of them are post-graduate students with a back- 200

ground in Computer Science) have been employed 201

to accomplish the annotation. Of the sentences, 202

1500 have been utilized to calculate the Inter- 203

Annotator Agreement (IAA). Annotator C is an 204

author of the project, who has formulated the addi- 205

tional guidelines of this annotation. Annotators A 206

and B were provided with the annotation guidelines, 207

and a calibration annotation of 100 representative 208

sentences was done independently for A and B to 209

test and calibrate their understanding. 210

Tables 3 and 4 report IAA scores for the annota- 211

tions. We use Fleiss’ Kappa (Fleiss, 1971) to report 212

IAA for aspect polarity and sentence sentiment an- 213

notations. Aspect boundary annotation is similar to 214

the annotation of Named Entities. Thus, we follow 215

the argument put forward by Brandsen et al. (2020) 216

and report pairwise F1 scores as IAA for aspect 217

boundary annotation. For two annotators, 1 and 218

2, we compute the F1 score3, as put forward by 219

Hripcsak and Rothschild (2005), as- 220

F1 =
2× |A1 ∩A2|

2× |A1 ∩A2|+ |A1 −A2|+ |A2 −A1|

Ai denotes the set of aspects given by annotator 221

i. |Ai| denotes the cardinality of set Ai. 222

Annotation type Fleiss’ Kappa

Aspect polarity 0.78
Sentence sentiment 0.80

Table 3: Fleiss’ Kappa for Aspect polarity and Sentence
sentiment annotations

· Annotator A Annotator B

Annotator B 77.6% -
Annotator C 84% 79%

Table 4: Inter Annotator Agreement for Aspect bound-
ary annotation

In order to compute the IAA score for Aspect 223

polarity specification, we take the aspects that 224

are common to both the annotators in the con- 225

cerned pair. The final annotation (for these 1500 226

sentences) has been taken by a voting methodol- 227

ogy. For sentences where all the three annotators 228

3We urge the reader to view the reference for a detailed
description of how this definition of F1 score aligns with the
Precision and Recall based definition.
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Model
ATE APC

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

BERT 0.81 0.92 0.86 0.89 0.86 0.87
Distill-BERT 0.77 0.89 0.82 0.86 0.81 0.82

Table 5: Macro-Average scores for Aspect Term Extraction (ATE) and Aspect Polarity Classification (APC)

Model
SPC E2E ABSA

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

BERT 0.88 0.89 0.88 0.76 0.75 0.73
Distill-BERT 0.84 0.86 0.84 0.69 0.69 0.64

Table 6: Macro-Average scores for Sentence Polarity Classification (SPC) and End-to-End ABSA (E2E ABSA)

provided different annotations, sessions were con-229

ducted to review the annotation guideline, discuss230

the thought process of each annotator and arrive at231

a conclusion. Fortunately, there have been no cases232

where the annotators had any disagreements post233

session. The majority of the disagreements, which234

led to sessions, can be divided into two classes-235

• Nested aspect- Nested aspects refer to those236

aspects below the first level in the abstract as-237

pect hierarchy (color of a shirt). Initially, the238

external annotators had difficulty in deciding239

whether or not an aspect is nested. However,240

over the course of a few sessions, a system-241

atic procedure was explained to the annotators,242

to identify the possible entity that the user is243

referring to in the sentence (explicitly men-244

tioned or implicitly referred). This could then245

be used to identify whether the potential as-246

pects are direct aspects of the entity or nested247

aspects of another. This led to annotations that248

are much more in agreement with the guide-249

lines.250

• Entity/Aspect disambiguation- Due to the251

open domain nature of our dataset, many en-252

tities can often turn into aspects, when the253

domain is changed. For instance, the word254

restaurant expresses a target entity for the do-255

main restaurant, while the same word256

expresses an aspect for a domain such as257

amusement_park (restaurant inside Dis-258

ney World). The source of this ambiguity is259

similar to the previous one, and applying the260

same solution alleviated it.261

4 Experiments 262

In this section we detail the experiments conducted 263

on the dataset. Specifically, we report figures for 264

four tasks- 265

• Aspect Term Extraction (ATE)- This task 266

attempts to extract all the aspects present in 267

a given sentence. We formulate the task with 268

a Sequence Labelling framework (similar to 269

Named Entity Recognition), using BIO tag- 270

ging scheme. 271

• Aspect Polarity Classification (APC)- This 272

task attempts to classify the polarity towards 273

a given aspect within the sentence. We formu- 274

late it as a Sequence Classification task. 275

• Sentence Polarity Classification (SPC)- This 276

task attempts to classify the polarity of the 277

entire sentence. Similar to the previous task, 278

we formulate it as a Sequence Classification 279

task. 280

• End-to-End ABSA (E2E ABSA)- This task 281

attempts to extract aspects, along with a clas- 282

sification for the polarity of the extracted as- 283

pects. We frame this joint modelling task with 284

a Sequence Labelling framework, using fine- 285

grained BIO tagging scheme (B-positive, B- 286

conflict, I-neutral, etc.). 287

4.1 Evaluation Measures 288

We follow the metric definitions provided by Pon- 289

tiki et al. (2014) for ATE, APC and SPC. As E2E 290

ABSA is formulated as a Sequence Labelling task, 291
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Class
APC E2E ABSA

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Positive 0.87 0.99 0.93 0.59 0.91 0.71
Negative 0.84 0.92 0.88 0.69 0.86 0.77
Neutral 0.90 0.68 0.77 0.88 0.77 0.82
Conflict 0.96 0.85 0.91 0.86 0.47 0.61

Table 7: Class-wise scores for Aspect Polarity Classification (APC) and End-to-End ABSA (E2E ABSA)

Model Accuracy Macro-F1

AOA (Huang et al., 2018) 77.52 77.05
ATAE-LSTM (Wang et al., 2016) 76.32 75.83

Cabasc (Liu et al., 2018) 76.25 75.79
IAN (Ma et al., 2017) 77.83 77.42

MemNeT (Tang et al., 2016) 76.41 75.99
MGAN (Fan et al., 2018) 75.7 75.2
RAM (Chen et al., 2017) 75.97 75.48

TC-LSTM (Tang et al., 2015) 76.07 75.57
TD-LSTM (Tang et al., 2015) 76.2 75.7

TNet-LF (Li et al., 2018) 76.19 75.71

Table 8: Performance of baseline models for Aspect Polarity Classification (APC) task on our dataset

similar to ATE, we follow the same metric defini-292

tions. Following the definitions, we report macro-293

average values of Precision, Recall and F1 mea-294

sures4 in this paper.295

4.2 Baselines and Results296

As baselines, we developed Transformer (Vaswani297

et al., 2017) based models using the HuggingFace298

transformers (Wolf et al., 2019) library. Specifi-299

cally we fine-tune two pretrained models- BERT300

(Devlin et al., 2018) and Distil-BERT (Sanh et al.,301

2019). We report the results obtained on the test302

set (refer Tables 1 and 2 for stats). Tables 5 and 6303

present the results for these two models. Appendix304

A, Section 9, provides details on training the mod-305

els along with the compute requirements. We also306

report the class-wise performance results in Tables307

7 and 9.308

Additionally, the APC task (specifically) has gar-309

nered numerous baselines over the past years. We310

use the PyABSA5 library to generate results for311

these baselines too. Table 8 reports these results.312

4We use the Python library seqeval (Nakayama, 2018) to
evaluate ATE and E2E ABSA

5github.com/PyABSA

Class
SPC

Precision Recall F1

Positive 0.86 0.97 0.91
Negative 0.88 0.89 0.88
Neutral 0.91 0.82 0.86

Table 9: Class-wise scores for Sentence Polarity Classi-
fication (SPC)

5 Domain Adaptation 313

This section presents the open domain performance 314

boosts that our dataset provides. We provide results 315

on several splits to verify our claim. 316

In order to conduct these experiments, we de- 317

sign separate train-test splits from the combined 318

dataset. We use the fine-grained domain annota- 319

tions to embed the review sentences in 111 dimen- 320

sions (one-hot for each fine-grained domain appli- 321

cable for the sentence). We use these embeddings 322

to accumulate sentences that have very few neigh- 323

bours into the test set. We set 50 as the number 324

of threshold neighbours within a ball of radius 2 325

as the criteria. Our experimentation revealed this 326

to produce a reasonably sized test set. Remain- 327

ing sentences are accumulated into the train split. 328
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· Split-I Split-II

Train Test Train Test

# Sentences 8958 450 8891 517
# Positive sentiment 4301 244 4202 343
# Negative sentiment 2402 115 2430 87
# Neutral sentiment 2255 91 2259 87

Table 10: Sentence level statistics of the dataset (domain-adaptation splits)

· Split-I Split-II

Train Test Train Test

# Aspects 9911 472 9916 467
# Positive sentiment 4500 237 4445 292
# Negative sentiment 2272 111 2321 62
# Neutral sentiment 2728 107 2730 105
# Conflict sentiment 411 17 420 8

Table 11: Aspect level statistics of the dataset (domain-adaptation splits)

The analogy behind such a methodology is that329

sparsely spaced domains would be reasonably far330

from the domain distribution of the training data,331

thus providing a good testbed to judge performance332

on out-of-domain data. For further reference, we333

refer this split by Split-I.334

Additionally, we also split the combined dataset335

by specifying the exact domains for the test set.336

The domains in Split-* are chosen based on themes.337

For example, in Split-II, the theme revolves around338

medical services. This ensures that there is no pres-339

ence of related domains in the train and test split.340

We create 5 different test sets using this criterion-341

1. Split-II- This test set contains342

fine-grained domains relevant to343

medicine and fitness only (doctor,344

eyewear_shop, fitness_service,345

medical_service, sport_shop and346

surgery_service).347

2. Split-III- This test set contains fine-348

grained domains relevant to vehicles only349

(car_dealer, automotive_service,350

automotive_parts, car_rental and351

automobile_repair).352

3. Split-IV- This test set contains fine-grained353

domains relevant to hair salons only (salon354

and massage).355

4. Split-V- This test set contains fine-356

grained domains relevant to locations 357

only (amusement_park, museum, 358

art_gallery, arcade, park, 359

library, golf_club and casino). 360

5. Split-VI- This test set contains fine-grained 361

domains relevant to catering services only 362

(catering_service). 363

We use Split-I and Split-II to demonstrate perfor- 364

mance boost provided by our dataset in comparison 365

to an allied dataset. Additionally, we report results, 366

Table 13, using a strong baseline on the remaining 367

splits (Split-III, Split-IV, Split-V and Split-VI). 368

We compare our dataset against that provided by 369

Pontiki et al. (2014) (SE-14, for reference). The 370

reason for choosing this dataset is that it follows a 371

very close annotation scheme as our dataset. We 372

demonstrate results on three tasks- ATE, APC and 373

E2E ABSA for both the splits. We fine-tune iden- 374

tical BERT pre-trained models on both our train 375

sets (Split-I and Split-II) and the training dataset 376

available from SE-14 (we combine sentences from 377

both laptop and restaurant domain in SE- 378

14). Table 12 presents the results obtained for both 379

the splits. It can be seen that our dataset leads to 380

significantly better results under identical training 381

conditions. This verifies our claim that our dataset 382

provides much better training instances for models 383

operating under open domain settings. For refer- 384

ence, we report the statistics of both the splits in 385
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Split Dataset
ATE APC E2E ABSA

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Split-I
Ours 0.50 0.82 0.62 0.85 0.70 0.68 0.57 0.60 0.56

SE-14 0.46 0.69 0.55 0.56 0.51 0.49 0.30 0.40 0.32

Split-II
Ours 0.57 0.67 0.62 0.70 0.86 0.72 0.59 0.53 0.54

SE-14 0.46 0.50 0.48 0.51 0.54 0.52 0.27 0.32 0.28

Table 12: Comparison of SE-14 (Laptop + Restaurant, combined) and our dataset for tasks on domain-adaptation,
using macro-average Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1

Split
ATE APC E2E ABSA

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Split-II 0.57 0.67 0.62 0.70 0.86 0.72 0.59 0.53 0.54
Split-III 0.41 0.72 0.53 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.57 0.66 0.59
Split-IV 0.63 0.85 0.73 0.74 0.82 0.77 0.49 0.51 0.45
Split-V 0.41 0.72 0.52 0.70 0.76 0.72 0.62 0.52 0.52
Split-VI 0.58 0.89 0.70 0.74 0.81 0.76 0.63 0.65 0.63

Table 13: Macro-Average Precision (P), Recall (R) and F1 for tasks on theme oriented splits

Tables 10 and 11.386

6 Analysis of Results387

Table 13 presents the results obtained by fine-tuned388

BERT models for various domain adaptation splits.389

We see that the models perform better for APC,390

than other tasks. This section presents an analysis391

of such an observation and articulates the domain-392

related challenges that this dataset can help solve.393

1. Sentence: Rooms kind of on the small side,
but well taken care of and clean.
MODEL-I: Positive. MODEL-II: Conflict
Ground Truth: Conflict
2. Sentence: LOVE that there is actually a
parking lot for the patrons, as it is way better
than nothing at all, but it is pure chaos
anytime I go.
MODEL-I: Positive. MODEL-II: Conflict
Ground Truth: Conflict
3. Sentence: They also have perfume oils.
MODEL-I: Positive. MODEL-II: Neutral
Ground Truth: Neutral

Table 14: Aspect Polarity predictions from models
trained on SE-14 (MODEL-I) and our dataset (MODEL-
II). The underlined and italicized phrase in a sentence
signifies the aspect whose polarity is queried from the
model.

1. Sentence: When they first opened, there
seemed to be attendants directing traffic a bit,
but now it is free for all.
MODEL-I: No-aspects. MODEL-II: attendants
2. Sentence: OK, Here’s the positives...
Absolutely the most efficient check-in
I’ve ever had!
MODEL-I: No-aspects. MODEL-II: check-in
3. Sentence: My tour guide (Court)
knew his stuff.
MODEL-I: No-aspects. MODEL-II: tour guide

Table 15: Aspect Term predictions from models trained
on SE-14 (MODEL-I) and our dataset (MODEL-II). The
underlined and italicized phrases signify the aspects in
the sentence.

We find that open domain ABSA is challenging 394

due to two prime factors- dependence of polarity 395

on domain and dependence of aspects on domain. 396

We discuss these two dependencies in the rest of 397

the section. 398

Dependence of polarity on domain: The po- 399

larity pertaining to an aspect depends on the do- 400

main of the review. Taking sentence 2 from Ta- 401

ble 14 as an example, we can understand this de- 402

pendence. A dataset constructed on laptop and 403

restaurant domains would fail to understand 404

the relation between chaos and parking lot. It is 405
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thus expected that it would consider a Positive po-406

larity as the most likely polarity by looking at the407

rest of the sentence. On the other hand, MODEL-II408

(trained on our dataset), understands such nuances409

much better and is able to predict the correct label.410

Dependence of aspects on domain: Similarly,411

domain decides whether or not a phrase forms an412

aspect. For instance, restaurant can be an aspect413

when the domain is amusement_park but not414

when the domain is restaurant. We can see415

this in the examples provided in Table 15. In416

sentences 1, 2 and 3 (Table 15), we can see that417

MODEL-I fails to detect the presence of any as-418

pect. It is quite unlikely for a dataset on laptop419

and restaurant domains to contain attendants,420

tour guide or check-in as aspects. Alternatively, al-421

though our train split for domain adaptation would422

not contain the same domains (as the test set), it423

provides enough variations for the model to de-424

cently capture domain rich distributional features425

of words (for instance, attendants might be an as-426

pect in presence of parking lot/traffic), leading to427

better capture of out-of-domain aspects too.428

Table 12 empirically establishes the superiority429

of our dataset. It establishes our dataset as a de-430

cent source to train models for open domain ABSA.431

Additionally, qualitative analysis also draws con-432

clusion on why our dataset forms a better source-433

providing enough variations to tackle two key chal-434

lenges of open domain ABSA.435

7 Conclusion436

In this paper, we propose an open domain gold437

standard dataset for Aspect-Based Sentiment Anal-438

ysis. Our dataset differs from previous datasets by439

providing a larger training set and covering a wide440

range of domains. In addition to the dataset, we441

provide results obtained for a set of strong base-442

lines. We also demonstrate the superiority of our443

dataset in achieving models that perform signif-444

icantly well in open domain ABSA. Our results445

conclude that the dataset is well-suited for open446

domain ABSA modelling, covering two significant447

challenges appreciably. We strongly believe that448

the dataset would help researchers create competi-449

tive open domain ABSA models.450

Although we serialize a large dataset, we realize451

that Yelp is an oceanic source of data for Sentiment452

Analysis, covering a large set of domains. As a453

future work, we would take up the task of enlarg-454

ing the dataset. Along with that, we also realize455

the need of competent model to harness the knowl- 456

edge within the dataset. To this end, we would 457

also attempt to design model architectures that are 458

specifically tailored to harness this knowledge. 459

8 Limitations and Ethical Statement 460

A big assumption of our dataset is that Yelp reviews 461

cover all possible domains in ABSA. Although this 462

is a bold assumption, it is trivial to see that Yelp 463

covers a wide range of domains. Concluding from 464

our Domain Adaptation experiments, we can thus 465

posit that our dataset (consisting of multitude of 466

domains) can be reliably used for ABSA in open 467

domain setting. 468

Our annotations revealed that Yelp reviews can 469

contain biased and hurtful reviews. We were care- 470

ful in our annotations and refrained from adding re- 471

views with gender or any other stereotypical biases 472

into our dataset. Additionally, in order to preserve 473

anonymity, we do not include the user data from 474

Yelp in our dataset. 475
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9 Appendix A: Training Details and 597

Compute Requirements 598

BERT-based models: All of our models use the 599

pre-trained BERT model as the starting point. We 600

fine-tune variants of the model (Token Classifier or 601

Sequence Classifier, available from HuggingFace) 602

using specifications in Table 16. We use Distil- 603

BERT to provide an additional baseline for our 604

dataset. It uses the same hyper parameters specified 605

in Table 16, except for the pre-trained model 606

checkpoint. We use the “distilbert-base-uncased” 607

(66M parameters) checkpoint to initialize the 608

model. We use the respective tokenizers to 609

tokenize input sentences. We urge the reader to use 610

huggingface.co/v3.0.2/model_doc/ 611

as a reference to replicate the models we train. 612

We monitor the applicable metric on the valida- 613

tion set (15% of the training data) to judge conver- 614

gence on training. 615
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Aspect Specification

Pre-trained model
bert-base-uncased
(110M parameters)

Batch size 32
Optimizer AdamW

Max number of epochs 50
Learning Rate 1× 10−6

Table 16: Hyper parameter specification

Baseline models from PyABSA: We use the de-616

fault hyperparameter configurations (provided by617

the library) to train the model. We hold out 10% of618

the training data as the validation set and monitor619

the F1 score to choose the best model.620

Budget and Compute Requirements: All our621

experiments were run on the free tier of Google622

Colab6 with Tesla T4 instances (∼ 15GB RAM,623

single GPU). Each experimentation (on all tasks624

for Domain Adaptation and otherwise) lasted for a625

maximum of 4 hours. We derive our results from626

10 runs for all the experiments.627

10 Appendix B: Additional Details on628

Dataset629

Our dataset includes reviews from 111 fine-grained630

domains, with 173.86 sentences per domain on631

an average. Yelp already provides fine-grained632

categories for each business. While using them di-633

rectly is easier, we observed that the categories are634

quite sparse, with most of the variations implying635

the same domain. For example- {Restaurant,636

Chinese}, {Restaurant, Indian637

Cuisine}, {Restaurant, Seafood},638

etc. all imply the same domain restaurant.639

We felt that merging such variations would lead640

to a much better domain representation within the641

dataset. However, we also observed variations642

in the services that businesses offer- some of643

them spanning a spectrum, others focusing on a644

single service. We felt that merging such spectrum645

into coarse-grained domains could lead to noisy,646

and potentially unusable, domain labels. Hence,647

we provide fine-grained annotations, which can648

always be converted coarse-grained labels as per649

requirements of dataset users.650

Some of the domains included in our dataset are-651

restaurant, event_planning_service,652

spa, hotel, massage, veterinary,653

6colab.research.google.com

fitness_service, catering_service, 654

car_rental, tailoring_service, 655

movie_hall, laundry_service, 656

real_estate, wedding_chappel, 657

wedding_planning_service. Addi- 658

tionally, Figure 1 provides annotated examples to 659

acclimatize the reader with our dataset. 660

11 Appendix C: Details on the Annotators 661

Three annotators (A, B and C- all of them are post- 662

graduate students with a background in Computer 663

Science) have been employed to accomplish the 664

annotation. Annotator C, an author of the project, 665

has drafted the additional annotation guidelines. 666

In order to accustom annotators A and B with the 667

scheme, a calibration annotation of 100 samples 668

was done. Training sessions were held to resolve 669

the doubts of the annotators during this calibration 670

annotation and after annotators A and B gathered 671

significance confidence, the annotation was started. 672

The annotators were paid a reasonable compen- 673

sation, decided mutually according to the mental 674

effort and the time utilized for annotation. All the 675

annotators are of Asian descent, with ages within 676

the range 20 and 30, where one of them was a male 677

and the other two were females. 678
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<sentence review_id="lWC-xP3rd6obsecCYsGZRg"
sent_id="lWC-xP3rd6obsecCYsGZRg_3" sentiment="Positive">
<text>Waitstaff was warm but unobtrusive.</text>
<aspectTerms>

<aspectTerm term="Waitstaff" polarity="Positive"
from="0" to="9"/>

</aspectTerms>
</sentence>

<sentence review_id="c9I6y_xTGiLyAyZklv4WVw"
sent_id="c9I6y_xTGiLyAyZklv4WVw_7" sentiment="Positive">
<text>If you are an avid swimmer, you will also be glad to
find an indoor pool here as well.</text>

<aspectTerms>
<aspectTerm term="indoor pool" polarity="Positive"
from="61" to="72"/>

</aspectTerms>
</sentence>

<sentence review_id="LMbMu_vmKY3jKD0sbovJHA"
sent_id="LMbMu_vmKY3jKD0sbovJHA_1" sentiment="Positive">
<text>Consistent performance - very trustworthy-
good employees - typically very punctual.</text>
<aspectTerms>
<aspectTerm term="performance" polarity="Positive"
from="11" to="22"/>

<aspectTerm term="employees" polarity="Positive"
from="48" to="57"/>

</aspectTerms>
</sentence>

Figure 1: Examples from the annotated dataset
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